LIMS-plus Release Notes 5.3.34
TFS No.

Description

Solution Description

46459

The AddedByStaffId column will be retained in
the Test DUI table in the database when a Test
template is deleted from within the DUI
Designer interface.

In the event a Test DUI is created and then deleted in the DUI
Designer interface (instead of Admin | User Interface | Test),
LIMS-plus now retains the AddedByStaffId column in the Test
DUI table in the database. Retaining this column eliminates
errors from occurring when users interact with an existing
request for a service that uses the Test DUI.

47440

The Edit Request menu option has been
updated to View Request for pending and
cancelled requests in the Request tab.

When a request is pending or cancelled, it is not able to be
assigned or otherwise edited. The Edit Request menu option
has been replaced with a View Request menu option for
requests in pending or cancelled statuses.

49913

The UserId column of the Audit table in the
database records the correct value when a
result is deleted from a request.

When a result is added by one user and deleted by a different
user, the User ID of the person who performed the delete
action will be recorded in the Audit table.

49953

Content is saved appropriately in rich text boxes
when using the Edge browser.

The rich text editor saves content (and closes if Save and
Close is clicked), when using the Edge browser.

50293

A message has been added to LIMS-plus to alert
users changing the analytical module on a
service, that any existing batches using that
service can no longer be edited.

In the Edit Service window, when users change the current
selection in the Analytical Module drop down, an alert
message will populate informing users that any existing
batches using this service can no longer be edited.

01.02.2018

Known Limitations

We discovered after the release that
the Subject line of email notification
administration is not saving changes
when used in the Edge browser. It
will be fixed in a future release;
however, users are able to use IE11
to modify the Subject field.

This reminder occurs regardless
of whether the service appears
in a batch, just to notify the
administrator to check sample
batches first.
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Case attachments reopen successfully when
using FileSystem as the Document Store
Location Type.

When a case attachment is opened with the DocuVieware
Viewer, the attachment remains untouched on the file system
when the viewer is closed by clicking Cancel or the X in the
upper right-hand corner to close the viewer. This allows for
the attachment to be reopened.

50804

Migrated case-sensitive barcodes are supported
in LIMS-plus.

Barcode IDs are considered unique by the application and
return the appropriate evidence item even if an ID with all
uppercase letters of the same makeup is already stored
against a different evidence item (e.g. AbCdEf and ABCDEF
and Abcdef are all considered unique IDs by the application).
These IDs are stored in a new column in the database.

51216

Content is saved appropriately in a sample
result DUI that contains only a rich text box
control when using the Edge browser.

When a sample batch result DUI utilizes only a rich text box,
the rich text editor saves content successfully when using the
Edge browser.

51366

The Request Status is reverted back to Started
when unassigned requests are set to Pending or
Cancelled status and then Un-Pended or UnCancelled.

In the Request tab of the Main Case View, an unassigned
request that is Pending or Cancelled and then Un-Pended or
Un-Cancelled will be set back to the Request Status of Started,
instead of In Progress.

51392

Order and Numeric Input values are updated
accordingly when samples are removed from a
sample batch.

When a sample batch contains samples from multiple
requests and one of those requests is deleted, the sample
Order and Numeric Input now reflect the correct sample
numbers within the sample batch results entry interface.

50296

01.02.2018

Known Limitations

Only applicable for existing
barcodes that are migrated
into the database.
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51461

The Reviewed flag is properly retained for
samples that have been reviewed, but do not
have a result, on deletion of another sample's
result.

Samples in a batch that have been reviewed but do not have a
result will retain their reviewed checkmark when a different
sample's result has been deleted.

51464

The Finish button within sample batch results
entry is only enabled when all samples in a
batch have been reviewed.

In sample batch when a result is deleted and a user returns to
the same sample, the Finish button is only enabled if all
samples have been previously reviewed.

51468

Results within a Test DUI containing radio
buttons are properly retained when a new row
is added to the Test.

When sample batch results are entered for a service utilizing a
Test DUI that contains radio buttons, and the Add button is
clicked to add an additional row to the Test, the results
entered into the previous rows of the Test are retained as
entered.

51516

Sample result Test DUIs that contain a
DateTimePicker control no longer cause a
server error.

Sample result Test DUIs that contain a DateTimePicker
control can now be processed successfully without
encountering a server error.

51583

Sample batches that are inactive can no longer
be processed.

In the main sample batch grid, the Process Batch button is no
longer visible for batches that are inactive. In addition, users
will not be prompted, "Do you want to process the batch
now?" following edits made to an inactive batch.

51588

Rich text box and DateTimePicker sample
results are retained appropriately when
navigating through samples in a batch using the
numeric input field.

When an existing sample result is left unchanged and the user
navigates to a different sample in the batch by highlighting
the sample number in the numeric input, changing the
number, and pressing the Enter key, all results are retained
and the user is directed to the sample of their choice.

01.02.2018

Known Limitations

May need to clear browser
cache in order to see this
change.
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51805

LIMS-plus responds with the designated
Required Validator Message when navigating
away from a sample in a batch that contains an
unsatisfied required field in the sample result
DUI.

The application does not hang when users attempt to navigate
to another sample without satisfying required fields within a
sample result DUI. The required field validation message
populates, allowing users to satisfy required fields and
successfully navigate to a different sample.

51832

Results within additional rows added to a Test
DUI can be unique when navigating through
samples using the Next button in the sample
batch results entry interface.

Results in additional rows of Test DUIs are not copied from
one sample to another when navigating through samples
within a batch using the Next button.

51833

Test DUI results contained in a sample batch are
not visible in the Main Case View Request tab
until the batch is finished.

Test DUI results within an unfinished batch are not visible in
the Main Case View Request tab. Sample batch results are
only visible in the request when the batch is finished.

51886

Deleting results in a Test DUI using the red X
icon to the right of the Test row is auto-saved
when the Close button is clicked in the sample
batch results entry interface.

When Test DUI rows containing sample results are deleted
with the red X icon and the Close button is clicked to autosave changes made to the sample, results are removed from
the deleted Test DUI rows permanently. When users navigate
back to the sample, the default number of Test DUI rows are
displayed as configured during the Test DUI creation.

01.02.2018

Known Limitations
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